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Introducing Students to Tuva
If you're unsure where to begin, Tuva has a few guided lessons to get students
started with describing distributions and variability. Students can work through
these lessons on their own time, and you can view their responses from your
Teacher Dashboard. Simply give students this
link: http://bit.ly/TuvaVariabilityLesson -- it will take them right to the lesson,
where they can begin on their own.
All About Arsenic Dataset
Just as a refresher, the part of Tuva where the Drinking Water Dataset is (along
with a few other datasets related to the project) is in a different place -- a different
URL, arsenicdata@tuvalabs.com -- than the rest of Tuva (Tuvalabs.com).
The Arsenic data library, including The Drinking Water dataset, does not require
access login. All students, mentors, and anyone with the link, can go there and
play with the data in Tuva. (From the Arsenic Data landing page, click on
DATASETS at the top, then select the 2019 Drinking Water dataset, and it will
open in Tuva.)
To set up a class so your students can use any of the datasets in Tuva's main
library, or upload their own datasets, log into Tuva with your Premium (or Basic)
Teacher account. This is at Tuvalabs.com.
From your dashboard, click Create Class. Follow the instructions. You'll be given
a short class code that you then give to your students to use when they log in.
When they do, they will automatically be entered into your class. You can create
many classes! (Period 1, Period 2, After school club, etc.)
Note: It is also very easy to link to your Google Classroom. Just click on Google
Classroom in your dashboard. This link takes you to more tips for connecting
Tuva with your classroom.
Email Molly Schauffler (molly@tuvalabs.com) directly if you have any questions - or email support@tuvalabs.com if you have any questions or issues with the
Tuva interface. The support folks respond quickly.

